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Overview

Overview
To all of our potential investors: we, on behalf of ZeusCorp, would like to officially welcome
you to Olympus!
Olympus is a concept for a project the likes of which has never been attempted in human history. We at ZeusCorp are excited to present to you our vision of the first ever entertainment complex
in space. Olympus is a truly massive space station consisting of multiple megastructures orbiting the
Earth at the Earth-Moon L4 point. It will encompass everything from beautiful resorts to microgravity
recreational centers in our primary station and unique adventures through simulated environments
in our O’Neill cylinder. Olympus will become a household name synonymous with luxury and excitement through our extensive advertising campaign and branding strategies with partnering corporations across the world. It will grow into an integral part of human culture through our ambitious plans
of hosting numerous entertainment events, conferences, and sporting competitions, with the hosting
of the 2096 Summer Olympic Games as our crowning achievement.
We invite you to join forces with us on our journey to bring comfort and culture to the stars,
while turning out major profits at the same time. With thousands of customers already lining up to
purchase the first tickets and hundreds of thousands more projected over the coming years, we are
thrilled to begin business soon and hope that you will share in our success. Your investment will help
us to pay for the enormous expenses associated with construction, operating costs, wages for our
sizable force of support staff, and continued expansion into a true entertainment empire. Your support will grant you generous compensation in shares of ZeusCorp stock, a position on the Board of
Directors to help guide the future of Olympus, and guaranteed profits for years to come.
In this extensive report, we present to you our full plan for Olympus. We will discuss everything including its construction, the facilities and activities onboard, pricing schemes for customers,
existing business deals with other corporations, projected costs and profits, plans for major events,
and much more. We extend this full disclosure to you as a token of good faith and are sure that you
will have as much fun exploring this concept as we had creating it. We hope that you will embark on
this monumental adventure with us and help turn our dreams into a reality. Again, welcome to Olympus and the ZeusCorp family!

John Aldrin, CEO of ZeusCorp
March 1st, 2080
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Vision
Here at ZeusCorp, we have a long history of ambitious undertakings, such as our space-based
solar power initiative. However, Olympus is the largest project we have ever attempted. To us, Olympus is more than just a hotel in space in another attempt to please our shareholders (although we
hope that it will do that too!). No, Olympus represents something much larger that we are proud to
be a part of: the next step in turning humanity into a true space-faring civilization.
Some would say that we already are one. With bases on the Moon and Mars, multiple research stations orbiting the Earth, solar power stations beaming energy back to Earth, teams of engineerings mining for metals from Near-Earth Objects, and probes exploring interstellar space, many
people today proudly declare that humanity has expanded to the stars. However, we have not really
mastered space yet.
Yes, we have been to space; many times, in fact. Our scientists and engineers have exploited
space to a certain degree, reaping benefits here on Earth while also making great discoveries that
expand our collective knowledge as a species. But for most people on Earth, space is not a regular
part of life. They hear about missions on the news and use power and resources found in space, but
they themselves have no intimate connection or fond memories of space. To us, space is just another
mining community, a wide area to exploit, but nothing more.
Our goal is to turn space from a mining community into a city, a realm not only with industry
but also luxury, entertainment, and culture. We want to open up space to everybody who has ever
dreamed of seeing the Earth from above, so that anybody can be an astronaut. Space should be
more than just teams of engineers. We want to open up space to the rest of humanity so that people
from all walks of life can look back on their lifetime and be glad that they were a part of the space
revolution, even if only in a minor role. Right now, space only serves to increase corporate earnings,
a fact to which we are no stranger. But to us, Olympus means so much more than just that, because
it’s our way of showing the world what space ought to be. Space isn’t just profits; it’s adventure, it’s
excitement, it’s the thrill of the unknown, and it’s the next realm of civilization.
A mining community doesn’t turn into a city until you bring more people, along with their
collective multitude of ideas, backgrounds, trades, and cultures. By holding major cultural events in
space, we will show the world that space is the next natural step in our outward expansion, a leap
in progress that will change our species forever. One day, millions of people will call massive orbital
stations their homes, and when that day comes, space will truly have become the newest addition to
human civilization. But until then, we want to be the first to show humanity a taste of the future. Just
a few weeks of wonder aboard our station and our customers’ lives will never be the same.
When the people of the future look back to their humble beginnings on the surface of the
Earth, we hope they will remember us and our efforts to bring humanity to where they are now.
Because ultimately, the goal of our species is not to simply be alive, but rather to thrive, in the final
frontier.
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Overview
Location
Olympus will be located at the fourth Lagrangian point in the Earth-Moon system (Earth-Moon L4).
This point leads the Moon in its orbit around the Earth by 60°. It orbits the Earth with the same
period as the Moon, and its position relative to the Earth and the Moon does not change within the
co-rotating reference frame of the Earth-Moon gravitational system. There is a long history of speculation with respect to space colonization at Earth-Moon L4, beginning with Gerard K. O’Neill in 1974.
Earth-Moon L4 was selected for numerous reasons. Firstly, its proximity to both the Earth and the
Moon. Being close to the Earth is clearly very important as our relationship with the Earth is no small
one. All of our customers need to make the journey from Earth to Olympus, so it is ideal to keep
their travel time as brief as possible, so as not to deter business. (Our further efforts to make travel
as comfortable as possible for our guests is described further in the Transportation section.) We also
receive regular shipments of goods from the Earth, so being close to the Earth reduces operating
costs. Another advantage is L4’s proximity to the Moon, from which we obtain many of our resources, particularly metals for construction purposes. (To see how lunar operations will play a major role
in the construction of Olympus, see the Construction section.)
All of these same arguments could have been applied to another Lagrangian point in the EarthMoon system, L1. The advantage of L4 over L1 is in its stability. The L1 point is pseudostable, meaning that a disturbance along the axis between the Earth and Moon would cause the station to be
attracted to either astronomical body. However, the L4 point is a fully stable gravitational well, and
the station could return to an equilibrium point from a disturbance in any direction, given that it is
not too strong.
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Olympus is the solar system’s first station made exclusively for entertainment and relaxation
Vacation destination for people all over the world
Principally owned and operated by ZeusCorp
Located at Earth-Moon L4
Maximum capacity of 25,000 people; permanent staff of 8,000
Consists of both rotating and non-rotating modules, with and without pseudogravity respectively
Modules include cylinders, spheres, and segments of toruses
Powered by arrays of photovoltaic cells
Contains luxury hotel, microgravity athletic facilities, shopping center, amusement park, museum,
restaurants, observation deck, parks, cinemas, concerts, live performances, and more
Will host major athletic events, primarily the 2096 Summer Olympic Games
Will also play host to major cultural events such as International Space Development Conference
2099, Victoria’s Secret Fashion Show 2104, and the World’s Fair, Expo 2108
Neighboring structure: O’Neill cylinder called Sybaris containing multiple simulated environments
and recreational opportunities including safari, trekking, aquatic recreation, and more
In the spirit of international cooperation, ZeusCorp will engage in corporate deals with companies including Bigelow Aerospace, SpaceX, Planetary Resources, XCOR Aerospace, UnderArmour, General Electric’s NBC, Gucci, Versace, and more
Main financing of project comes from investors and corporate partners alongside ZeusCorp’s
main contribution
Revenue comes from guests and organizations who wish to rent out rooms and space for events
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Engineering

Engineering
Construction
When built, Olympus will likely be the largest and most complex feat of construction ever attempted
in human history. The sheer scale of the structure coupled with the intricacies of the interior design
as well as moving it into its final orbit will surely be an onerous task. However, with proper strategizing and efficiency, the entire operation will also go very smoothly. Olympus will be constructed in a
modular fashion, with each segment being added one-by-one onto the structure.
The very first stage of construction involves amassing all of the resources required. There will be
three major sources of materials: near-Earth asteroids, the Moon, and the Earth. At this point, a mining operation will have already been taking place on near-Earth asteroids by Planetary Resources,
with whom we have already reached a settlement for a major deal. This operation will gather metals,
which will be critical for constructing the body of the settlement. As mining platforms operate on
near-Earth asteroids, cargo ships will make regular visits in which small crews will use robotic assistance to transfer raw materials into the onboard cargo bay.
The Moon will be an extremely important resource for the builders of Neo due to its proximity to the
Earth, as well as its abundance of useful materials. The Moon has a good deal of aluminum and iron
for construction and oxygen for generation of an artificial atmosphere. Lunar regolith can also be
used to provide shielding against cosmic rays (please see the Safety section for more details on how
regolith and other materials are used to shield patrons from cosmic rays). The composition of lunar
soil is presented below (as described in The High Frontier by Gerard K. O’Neill):
Element

Abundance

Oxygen

42%

Silicon

21%

Iron

13%

Calcium

8%

Aluminium

7%

Magnesium

6%

Other

3%
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If the Moon is to be used to obtain all of these materials, mining and transportation facilities must
be established, so a lunar base will be constructed. The lunar base will focus primarily on aluminum,
silicon, iron, and oxygen, with ample processing facilities for the refinement of all aforementioned
substances. Large mining robots will scoop up enormous amounts of lunar soil that will be loaded
into vats designated for each element of interest. Both chemical and physical processing stages will
isolate each element into a crude form, which can be sent to the builders of the settlement. The slag
left behind from these processing stages will be collected separately for use as shielding material
aboard the settlement and other associated structures. This will ensure that the entire operation will
be extremely efficient, with all material mined from the Moon being used for something.
This base will also contain a large electromagnetic rail gun approximately half a kilometer long that
will launch all materials at speeds of approximately 3 kilometers per second (the escape velocity of
the Moon is 2.4 kilometers per second). Consisting of a series of electromagnets, the rail gun willpass increasing amounts of current through the electromagnets as they go further down the launcher. The projectiles will consist of thick, magnetic crates of iron filled with the material to be shipped.
When the electromagnets become charged, they will exert a magnetic field upon the magnetic
crate, accelerating it until the crate is within the domain of the next electromagnet. As the electromagnets are progressively activated in series, more and more force will be applied to the crate,
causing it to accelerate. This entire track of electromagnets will have a relatively small slope of elevation, which will sharply increase towards the end, launching the crate at a steep angle at a speed of
3 kilometers per second into space. As the Moon has no atmosphere, there will be no atmospheric
drag to interfere with the crates, which makes the problem of operating the rail gun a trivial one.
The lunar base will be powered by a large solar panel array, as solar power is the most effective way
of generating electricity on the Moon. However, here the problem is not only finding power but also
finding a way to store and discharge it. Batteries take a long time to store power and release it; this
is usually fine for electronics, but it will present problems for the operation of a device like the rail
gun, which draws an incredible amount of power in a matter of seconds. Therefore, large carbonaerogel ultracapacitors will be kept within the housing of the lunar base to store electricity. This
power supply will be kept separate from the batteries used to maintain the small base itself so that
a malfunction in the rail gun will not kill the power for the small team of humans and robots residing
within the lunar base.
Alongside the implementation of both asteroidal and lunar mining to procure materials, many things
can only, come from the Earth. From building materials like transparent yet tough corundum from
utilities such as electronics and amenities such as beds, these objects need to be transported up
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from Earth’s surface. Massive bulk orders will be placed for all of the required objects from their
respective companies, and the items will be collected at a shipping center in order to prepare for
transfer. As per our deal with SpaceX (see the Business section for more details on this), SpaceX will
carry our cargo into low-Earth orbit, from which transport spacecraft with high specific thrust and
delta-v will take the materials and transfer them up to the construction site, described next.
The construction site of Olympus will, logically, be at Earth-Moon L4, the location of the station itself,
so the station will be built in situ. The construction site at L4 will consist of several different main
components. First, there will be a simple housing structure erected for the engineers supervising the
task. Once again, it is far more efficient to leave the majority of the work to robots, whose precision
will be critical in the environment of microgravity, for humans will not be nearly as adept. Therefore,
only fifty engineers will be needed for this job as they supervise the grand construction efforts and
take manual control of robotic vehicles in the event that a specific task needs to be performed which
a robot has not been trained to perform yet. The housing structure itself will be an inflatable habitat
with adequate living facilities for all workers and some entertainment in the form of relayed television
and Internet signals. These housing structures will be provided by Bigelow Aerospace; see the Business section for more information on this deal.
Close to the housing facilities, there will be a scaffolding structure in which the actual construction
of the modules will take place. The purpose of this structure is to help organize the construction and
provide anchors upon which the robots and humans can build together. Some of the primary construction techniques used will include microgravity casting and metallic vapor deposition (described
later), both of which will require structures upon which to work off. In addition, building the sections
in open space would be slightly unsafe for the human construction workers; having a scaffolding system that they can tether to would ensure that they were secure while they worked on the structures
they were constructing.
Approximately five kilometers away from the housing structure and the scaffolding will be an
electromagnetic deceleration corridor. Serving as the complement of the rail gun on the Moon, this
orbital corridor will take the high speed cargo launched by the Moon bases and slow it down from
three kilometers per second to near-rest. To do this, an array of electromagnets will be wrapped into
a cylindrical formation with a very wide radius. The iron crates will be equipped with small reaction
thrusters in communication with a computer system linked to the corridor. This system can produce
small changes in the trajectory of the crates, allowing them to fly through the corridor. The collective
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magnetic field of the corridor magnets will exert a strong force on the crate, causing it to decelerate.
When the crate is nearly at rest, the electromagnets will turn off to prevent the force from accelerating the crate in the opposite direction. Now, robots will use magnetic clamps to secure the crates
and transport them to the main construction site. The deceleration corridor will be placed five kilometers away from the rest of the construction site in order to ensure that the other structures are safe
from the risk of stray high-speed cargo. The crates are still armed with reaction thrusters that can get
them out of the way should they pass too close, but its best to take every possible precaution.
Finally, back near the scaffolding will be an automated casting and deposition facility. Here, the
rough, amorphous shipments of metal from the Moon and from asteroid mining will be melted down
into liquid metal. For large pieces of metal with simple design and little variation, a simple threedimensional casting procedure can take place. The liquid metal can be forced into a desired shape
and then quickly cooled down so that it holds the shape and can be integrated into the design over
at the scaffolding. For more delicate jobs or pieces that need more specific details, the liquid metal
can be heated even more until a metallic vapor is produced, which will be kept in high pressure storage chambers. The robots can then spray the metallic vapor directly onto a substrate or onto another preexisting piece of metal, and a coolant can quickly be applied so that the vapor condenses
onto the surface and hardens into solid metal. This allows for extremely high precision control when
putting together the building blocks of the settlement.
For all structural portions, the construction work will not be very intensive, as they will primarily consist of long sections of reinforced metals. There will be minor variation in the design, as some structural components will require grooves and special surface structures for connecting to other segments or perhaps for functional aspects such as a transport tube. Ultimately, though, these sections
will be finished relatively quickly.
On the other hand, finishing the sections in which people either live or work will be far more complicated. This will be divided into two parts. First, the external “shells” and supports will be put together first, which will serve as a sort of template for filling in all of the more intricate details. All internal
rooms and otherwise contained areas such as living quarters, cafeterias, and public spaces will be
built separately and then maneuvered into the metallic shell built earlier.
Separate construction teams totaling approximately one hundred workers will take these completed
segments as they are finished and begin connecting them for the final design. Each team will be devoted to another part of the settlement, welding together the massive sections at different areas of
the settlement at the same time to quicken the pace of construction. As these sections are modular,
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there will be special teams whose job it will be to integrate the sections as one cohesive whole. This
includes creating continuous components for wiring, water distribution, air conditioning, etc. After
all of these parts have been finally assembled as a whole, ion thrusters will be used to accelerate the
rotating components up to the speeds required for pseudogravity.
The order of assembly for the final structure itself is conveyed in the following renders:
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Structural Engineering
Space Allocation
A total area of 100 square meters per person is ideal to be allocated, enough to ensure luxurious
conditions for inhabitants in the hotels and enough space for conferences, our complimentary visits
to the O’Neill cylinder zoo or the Olympic Games to take place.
Large green environments are present all around Olympus and although most of the area is occupied by our resorts and entertainment sections, food production and sustainability have been allocated sufficient spaces.
The other dimensions have been calculated (required area for food production as found in Human
Factors) taking into account the huge amount of food and water consumed.
Area

Location

Residential

Inhabitance and Maintenance Module and Hotel
Modules

Parks

Hotel Modules

Entertainment

Hotel Modules

Mining

Inflatable Mining Module
Asteroid Base
Lunar Base

Industrial Zone

Power and Energy

Mining Module

Glass
Metal Processing
Textiles
Fiber

Agriculture Module as a floor of the Inhabitance
and Maintenance Module

Pharmaceutical
Food Processing
Sugar
Water Processing
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Population
Energy

Permanent

Inhabitance and Maintenance Module

Transiting

Hotel Modules

Solar Energy

Energy Module, a subsection of a floor of the
Inhabitance and Maintenance Module

Docking System

Exterior Spaceport, above the Olympic Games
Stadium

Thrusters

Exterior

Spaceport

Exterior Spaceport

Spaceport Gates

Exterior Spaceport

Outer space windows

Inhabitance and Maintenance Module and Hotel
Modules

Bases

Lunar base Module A
Lunar base Module B
Asteroid belt mining site
Exploration modules

Telescopes
Miner
Mass Catcher

Odysseus Amun Mining Module
Zone

Area allocated per person (m^2)

Residential

50

Parks

25

Entertainment

25

Gravity and Pressure
Gravity, in terms of a gravitational acceleration of the same magnitude as on Earth, is crucial in space
settlements. People are not accustomed to microgravity, which takes severe impacts on muscles,
bones and muscle structure. Gravity is ensured through rotation and poles changing. The central
structure of each Hotel Resort has magnets holding and rotating each of the dumbbell sections or
tubular sections and represents a very strong electromagnet, meant to hold the settlement and rotate it.
Rotation is done by changing the poles, the structure rotation tube being attracted to the positive
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and negative polarities successively.

Structural Resistance
The structural resistance of the settlement is mainly given through the materials used. These are all
described in the Material section. Moreover, the structure of Olympus is symmetrical and balanced,
in order to prevent any potential accidents or instabilities. Even so, considering Olympus’ main purpose is a luxury hotel resort, it’s structure is heavily segmented and may disband in order to avoid
any type of collision and to minimize damage, in case any such event occurs.
Main Structure
Olympus’ central structure is the Grand Stadium, used for the 2096 Olympic Games. Three distinct
spokes emerge through it, linking the stadium to the three Resort Modules. Each of the three resort
modules has an Inhabitance and Maintenance Module, which holds the permanent, support staff of
Olympus, as well as generates food and energy for each level of the hotels.
The Inhabitance and Maintenance Module has three floors: Inhabitance, Agriculture and Energy and
Storage and Industry.
Module

No

Location

Radius

Height

Width

Inhabitance
and Maintenance

3

Main Settlement

410m

50m

60m

0.1g Hotel
Resort

3

Main Settlement

250m

100m

100m

0.5 Hotel Resort

3

Main Settlement

500m

200m

200m

1g Hotel Resort

3

Main Settlement

410m

50m

60m

Grand Stadium 1

Centre of the
Main Settlement

300m

150m

-

O’Neill Cylinder

Separate
from the Main
Settlement

2km

5km

-

1
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Mining and
Construction

5

Separate
from the Main
Settlement

50m

50m

150m

Inflatable
Safety Module

12

Separate
from the Main
Settlement

100m

100m

20m

Inhabitance and Maintenance
Floor

Subfloor

Inhabitance and Maintenance

Inhabitance
Agriculture and Energy
Industry and Storage

Agriculture and Energy, Industry and Storage
Module

Subfloor

Description

Agriculture

Aeroponic

Food production

Hydroponic
Meat Production
Energy

Deposit

Energy production and storage

Spread
The circumference and area stay the same as computed above, since the large module is split into
equal floors. The only parameter which suffers modification is the volume, which must be divided by
the number of floors.
Agriculture and food production is done through hydroponic and aeroponic techniques, as described in the Human factors section. An adjacent level is added to the Agriculture and Energy Module for in-vitro meat production.
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Grand Stadium

Hotels

25
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Maintenance

Linkage
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Energy
Energy Requirements
As given in CIA’s World Fact book, USA use up to 2,880*10^9 W per year (2010). With a total
population of 313,847,465 inhabitants, a typical American citizen consumes around 12,391W.
Considering the above mentioned, the total energy consumption on Olympus (inhabited by the
10,000 people) yields to 123.9 kW.
Solar Power
Advantages

Disadvantages

Noiseless
Presents no mobile sections
No emissions
No need for water/fuel
Minimal maintenance requirements
Long lifetime
May be modularly designed

High initial costs
Generates DC
UV at 5 AU in small quantities
Used only to intercept “wasted” Sun

Gallium Arsenide
Solar panels use photovoltaic cells (where more cells create a panel) in order to turn sunlight into
energy. Since many semiconductors create a triple-junction cell, each chosen to absorb a certain
area of the solar color spectrum, three different type of conductors are needed in order to make the
conversion efficient.
A 65% conversion rate is assumed, given the 28.8% obtained today outside laboratories. Gallium
arsenide solar panels also re-emit some of the photons as fluorescent light instead of heat, highly
useful considering the need for emergency lights in order to signal the location of the settlement.

Use on Olympus
Solar panels are of low occurrence on Olympus, since the settlement is located at 5 AU from the Sun
and the radiation received is very small. They are however located inside the inhabitance module, to
receive lost emitted UV light. Besides, Gallium Arsenide panels receive energy in all spectrums, so
even the emergency and signal light are received and converted to energy, making Olympus highly
efficient. Solar panels are placed inside the inhabitance module, in order to absorb some of the light
emitted when natural light is simulated.
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The absorption of photons is done through solar cells by charge carriers, subsequently separated of
photon generated charge carriers. This takes place in the heart of the solar cell, the semi-conductors.
Solar radiation is generally of the form: v=c/λ , while electromagnetic radiation is perceived as
waves.
The energy output: hv = (1/q)(hc/λ)
c = 2.998 × 108 m/s
h = 6.625 ×10-34
q = element charge = 1.602×10-19
Only photons of appropriate energy can be absorbed and generate electricity using the semiconductor material. Therefore, it is important to know the spectral distribution of any solar cell used, to
solar radiation.
The two most used parameters describing solar cells are spectral power density, the incident power
of solar radiation per unit are per unit wavelength, and the photon flux density, the number of photons per unit area per unit time per unit wavelength.

Artificial Gravity
The effects of microgravity on health, as well as all the reasons for artificially generating gravity are
presented in the Human Factors section.
Generation of Artificial Gravity
Artificial gravity is a vital component of life and must be greatly considered in the space settlement
design. There are many available ways of generating artificial gravity, from using a body with a large
mass to linear, “Star Wars” acceleration.
Artificial gravity by using a celestial body is not recommended, as something with a very small radius, yet very dense would be required. Moreover, it should generate exactly g = 9.8, since dramatically increasing the radius of the settlement is not feasible or affordable.
Linear acceleration is generated by motion. Conclusively, the space settlement would have to move
at great, yet constant speeds without stopping. This will generate gravity on half the settlement ren-
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dering this method as inefficient and very expensive, fuel-wise.
Finally, the most efficient method of gravity generation is through angular rotation of Olympus,
around its own axis. This will exert gravity on the inner sides of the tubes, thus giving the opportunity
of multiple levels of accommodation.
Gravitational Acceleration-Magnitude of Angular Velocity

From T = 2π/ω and v = ωr results that the Corriolis acceleration, ac = 2ωv, which due to psychological concerns must be under 2 rpm (individuals adapt, however, to accelerations between 2 - 7 rpm).
The rationale for the maintenance of low Corriolis acceleration is the mental and physical health of
Olympus inhabitants, as the Corriolis effect may induce symptoms as nausea, dizziness or anything
similar to sea or motion sickness. The Corriolis acceleration is found for a person walking with an
average 1.7 m/s.

Radius

Gravity

Minimum: 800m

0.110 m/s2

Medium: 850m

0.106 m/s2

Maximum: 950m

0.321 m/s2
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Materials
Material

Characteristics

Tensile Strength;
Melting Point;
Density

Arguments

Width (m)

Aramid

Stable compound
Strong synthetic
fibers

Tensile strength:
2760 MPa
Ult. tensile strength:
2757MPa
Density: 1.44

Heat, chemical,
impact resistant

7cm

Nitinol

Very stable TiO2
Nickel titanium
alloy
May be superelastic, shape
memory (recovers
shape upon heating)

900MPa;
Radiation protecTitanium density= tion layer
4.50, Aluminum= elasticity
2.63

Ceramic Plates

Heat resistant;
Heat resistance:
Stable under com- 1260°C
pression;

Heat resistant;
17-20cm
Stable under compression; HRSI
tiles

Carbon Fibers

Five times more
Ultimate tensile
resistant than
strength= 1600
steel; same weight for Laminate,
4137 for fiber
alone; Density=
1.75

Five times more
30cm
resistant than
steel; same weight

Sealant Gel

Used in between
coats

40MPa

Used in between
coats

3cm between every two layers

Kevlar

Lightweight, high
strength, may
be replaced with
Twaron; used in
woven ropes and
cables

Tensile
strength=3620;
Ultimate tensile
strength=2757;
Density= 1.44.

Lightweight, high
strength, may
be replaced with
Twaron; used in
woven ropes and
cables

10cm

30

10cm

Graphene

200 times as resis- Ultimate tensile
tant as steel, elec- strength=130000;
tricity conducting, Density= 1.0
thin layers

When needed, in
electrical equipment

N/A

Carbon Nanotubes
Considering the evolution of space mining (Planetary Resources and Deep Space Industries), as well
as the advancements in robotics (Machine Learning) a great progress is expected in engineering,
materials engineering, the aerospace industry and robotics.
Kevlar
Kevlar presents numerous advantages. First of all, high
resistance and Young’s modulus. Second of all, when in
contact with radiation, Kevlar becomes stronger.
Linking of Materials
Sealant gel has a high temperature resistance, an excellent resistance to water, doesn’t dry out, has dielectric
capabilities, good film strength and corrosion protection,
making it ideal for linking material layers together in
Olympus.
Whipple Shield Layering
The settlement is protected from dangerous space debris through the usage of Whipple shields. Alternation of Strength variation with temperature (Source: “Kevlar, Aramid Fiber,
DuPont”)
air, vacuum as well as core-building materials has a better chance of slowing down stray elements than one thick layer of heavy material.
	
  

Whipple Shield Layering
The settlement is protected from dangerous space debris through the usage of Whipple shields. Alternation of air, vacuum as well as core-building materials has a better chance of slowing down stray
elements than one thick layer of heavy material.
Encapsulants have to respect the following requirements: they must present thermal conductivity,
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ultraviolet resistance, a high density, and fluorescent properties (for inspections). The encapsulants
size is of about 125 mm.
Material

Replenish time

Silicone

1yr

Graphene

1yr

Cooper

6mth

Aluminum

Found on the Moon/asteroids

Solder

6mth (or use substituents)

Electronic Components

6mth

Insulators

6mth

Fuels
In the case of liquid propellants, the fuel and the oxidizer are stored in separate tanks and transferred through valves to the combustion chamber, where they are combined and burned to produce
thrust. The flow is easily controlled and the engine may be started, stopped or throttled to control
thrust and velocity.
The requirements for liquid propellants are varied: high specific impulse, implying a high exhaust
speed and therefore high thrust. Small molecular weights and a high density to minimize storage requirements, as well as high temperature, that doesn’t require additional insulation. Only propellants
with the qualities above have been selected. The only desirable cryogenic compounds are represented by liquid hydrogen, liquid oxygen and liquid methane.
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Oxidizer

Fuel

Hypergolic

Mixture Ratio

Specific Impulse (s, sea
level)

Density Impulse (kg-s/l,
SL)

No

5.00

381

124

Liquid Methane

No

2.77

299

235

Kerosene

No

2.29

289

294

Hydrazine

No

0.74

303

321

Red-Fuming
Nitric Acid
(14% N2O4)

Kerosene

No

4.42

256

335

Hydrazine

Yes

1.28

276

341

Hydrogen
Perozide

Kerosene

No

7.84

258

324

Hydrazine

Yes

2.15

269

328

Liquid Oxygen Liquid Hydrogen

Source: http://www.braeunig.us/space/index.htm

Building Materials
As wood and plastic represent luxurious materials in outer space, the main house building materials
are wood replicas and aluminum. Wood has to be completely space launched, as we cannot afford
to use it for building houses while plants are heavily required for both physical and mental health of
inhabitants. Aluminum is found in huge quantities in asteroids and on the Moon. Wood imitations
will be handled in space. Another greatly used material will be glass (easy to find in space, naturally
produced due to high impact temperatures, and considering the anhydrous environment, of a better
quality). Water will be transferred through pipe systems, while all other compulsions, such as communication methods are through optical fibers, ensuring good connection and avoiding interferences
with onboard systems, thus minimizing potential hazards.v

Aero/Hydroponics
Aeroponics and hydroponic environments are generally built with plastic and aluminum. Aluminum
is easy to find in space, but plastic, like wood, represents a luxury. Therefore, plastic should be first
produced at a local plant perhaps attached to the mining zone and finally replaced with fiberglass
and glass in general.
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Parks and Ground
Regolith is the space equivalent for soil. However, it does not contain any traces of organic component, making it useless for plant growth.
Enrichment possibilities are studied and will
be used to grow plants and trees in the settlement’s parks. Moreover, regolith is known
to have similar properties as soil, when put
in contact with water its fine composition
allowing it to be shaped. More research is
planned in order to fully use all the properties of regolith.

Thermal Insulation
Since parts of satellites and space crafts only function between certain temperature ranges, thermal
control is highly required as Olympus must prove to be resistant to the harsh conditions in space.
Insulator paint is the paint containing ceramic micro-spheres with heat-reflective properties. Olympus
will also use a ceramic based material that has heat-reflective properties.
Material

Tensile strength

Heat resistance

Kapton

MPa (psi) 152 (22,100)

200–300 °C, 473–573 K

Dacron

55–75 MPa

250 °C - 260 °C

Mylar

28,000 psi

Melting Point: 254

Thrusters
Two types of main thrusters are used on Olympus. Chemical thrusters serve in orbital maneuvers,
orbital transfers and exceptional defense-related situations, while ion thrusters maintain rotation, are
used in long term missions and on satellites (given the exceptionally high specific impulse). Chemical
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thrusters and their subdivisions, are detailed in the Fuels subsection of Engineering.
Ion thrusters used on Olympus will mainly be represented by Hall Effect Thrusters. Hall effect thrusters have been continuously used from December 1971 with no accidents, malfunctions or system
failures. They are reliable, use argon and xenon as their main fuel (which can be easily found and
obtained) and provide a sufficient specific impulse.

Telecommunications
Communication is undoubtedly one of the most important issues to consider for Olympus. It is split
into two categories:
1) Communication with Earth, Moon, and other components of the settlement.
2) Communication between the settlers within Olympus itself.
In order to communicate with all people outside of the settlement, Olympus will be equipped with
three large radio antennae. Each antenna, which will be made of lightweight aluminum, will be a
spherical reflector with a diameter of twenty meters. This shape was picked because if the antennae were parabolic reflectors, the different positions of the antennae with respect to the focal point
would lead to a varying astigmatism that could interfere with signal reception. With spherical reflectors, the error, or spherical aberration, is uniform in all directions, so all data being received by the
spherical reflectors can be easily adjusted with a simple algorithm.
Due to the amount of physical shielding being used to protect the settlement as well as the people
inside it, having one large radio tower in the center that interacts with all Internet-enabled devices
would not be very effective as all signals would be absorbed or at the very least damaged. Instead,
high-power femtocells, which resemble small cubes, can be placed along habitation corridors as well
as inside all other spaces in which people with mobile cellular devices (which is to say, all of them)
would wish to communicate with others. The advantage of femtocells is that instead of having one
centralized tower which manages all traffic for you and is most likely quite a ways off, femtocells have
a range of approximately ten to twenty meters so anybody would be close enough to a receiver to
be able to get high-speed reliable-service Internet.
Instead of broadcasting the signal across the entire station, the femtocells within each structure such
as a habitation module or a microgravity ring work as a large relay, sending data up and down the
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nodes until the data could be sent up by wire to external wireless transmitters that carry the data
from structure to structure. The equivalent relay system on another structure would allow for a signal to be sent via wire to the interior of the structure, after with the data would be transmitted from
femtocell to femtocell until it reached the proper receiver. Each femtocell will utilize orthogonal
frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM), a signaling procedure in which orthogonal sub-carrier signals transmit a lot of data at once without interfering with itself or losing data in the process. Several
advantages of OFDM include how they are highly efficient and very safe against computer threats.
Each citizen of Olympus would receive a cellular communications unit using a system and trying to
charge it for every base necessary.

ADCS
In order to know the attitude and motion of a spacecraft, we need to know the spacecraft’s position,
velocity, orientation and rotational velocity. Since space is not the ideal environment, many disturbances occur (magnetic field ones, gravity gradients, disturbance torques, solar radiation disturbances). Considering these, the spacecraft’s’ attitude must be thoroughly controlled.
Active control systems

Passive control systems

Use sensors
Three axis active attitude control

Gyroscopic stabilizations
Magnetic stabilizations
Aerodynamic stabilizations

The signal must be channeled only in the direction of the receiver in order to reduce the line loss.
An isotropic antenna sends signal in all directions. This is highly inefficient, so signal will only be sent
towards Earth. The power of the received signal depends on the diameter of the antenna.
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Olympus will be owned by the multinational corporation ZeusCorp, and it will be principally operated by ZeusAerospace, one of the many subsidiaries of ZeusCorp.
For any endeavor of this size and complexity to be successful, it is simply not realistic to think one
firm on its own can perform every task necessary to complete the construction and sustained operation of the station. Therefore, in the spirit of international cooperation, ZeusCorp will engage in
a series of high profile deals with many different companies. This will not only allow ZeusCorp to
reduce costs by allowing companies with existing infrastructures to do what they do best, but it will
also create branding and sponsorship opportunities that will benefit ZeusCorp and all of its partners.
The first deal, with Bigelow Aerospace, will take place during the construction phase. While Olympus is being constructed, there will be a need for makeshift habitats for the workers who will spend
months or even years up in space working on the station. Bigelow Aerospace will provide several of
their own state-of-the-art inflatable space habitats, which will be perfect to meet this need. (To see
more about how Bigelow Aerospace’s inflatable space habitats will play a role in the construction of
Olympus, please see the Construction section.)
Another deal that will take place during the construction
phase is with Planetary Resources, the asteroid mining
company. ZeusCorp will make bulk orders for metals from
Planetary Resources, which will mine the metals from nearEarth asteroids. This will complement the metals that ZeusCorp will directly manage to obtain from the Moon. (To see
more on this, again, please see the Construction section.)
Next, ZeusCorp will engage in talks with Obayashi Corporation, the Japanese construction firm that operates the
world’s first space elevator, constructed in 2060. It is very
important that any potential customers who want to spend
their vacation onboard Olympus do not get deterred from
making vacation plans due to high transportation costs.
Rocketry has very high costs associated with it per kilogram
of payload, so it will not be economically feasible for most
middle class customers to board rockets. An equatorial
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space elevator to geosynchronous orbit followed by a ride on a shuttle to Olympus is by far a cheaper solution. In order to help out our customers even more, we will strike deals with Obayashi Corporation that will enable even lower fares for any customer whose stated end-destination is Olympus.
We expect that this deal with Obayashi Corporation will substantially help business by removing
a major entry barrier for most customers, increasing traffic and generating more revenue. A cut of
these profits will, of course, be paid back to Obayashi Corporation in order to compensate them for
their own lost revenue on the reduced ticket prices.
The transport shuttles that will carry vacationers and their luggage from GeoSync Station 1 to Olympus will take roughly 24 hours to complete a journey between the two stations. For these shuttles, a
fee will be paid to XCOR Aerospace that will allow ZeusCorp to rent out a certain number of shuttles
from their sizable fleet based on traffic to Olympus. XCOR’s Lynx Mark X ion-drive spacecraft will
carry our customers with not only speed but comfort.
While Obayashi Corporation’s space elevator will be ideal for carrying humans, it will not do for
carrying some of the much larger packages of cargo that will be required to
supply Olympus with critical materials,
from prefabricated living spaces to large
quantities of luxury goods and resources. To transport these goods from the
surface of the Earth to Olympus, ZeusCorp will hire the services of SpaceX,
whose high capacity Falcon Heavy V
rockets will be able to deliver enormous
amounts of cargo to Olympus.
Olympus will feature a shopping center for all of its customers, carrying the highest quality luxury
goods from the Earth. Therefore, ZeusCorp will engage in talks with major retailers such as Armani,
Gucci, Rolex, Versace, Dior, Louis Vuitton, Richard Mille, Dolce & Gabbana, Chanel, Prada, Victoria’s
Secret, Guess, Michael Kors, and more. By allowing these staples of high fashion to sell their products in space onboard Olympus, they not only increase the allure and appeal of their own brands but
allow us to create an image of high fashion and luxury.
ZeusCorp will clearly have to engage in a series of deals with the International Olympics Committee during the process of bidding to hold the first Summer Olympic Games in space. This includes
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not only monetary and ownership deals but also negotiations over the very nature of the games and
how sports will change to suit the new zero-gravity conditions. New sports will also be introduced
to the games, which will create opportunities for new athletes. (To see more in-depth descriptions
of the new Olympic sports in space, see the Sports section.) We are confident that the International
Olympic Committee will grant the 2096 Olympic Games to Olympus due to the great cultural and
historic significance the moment would capture. Also, this would serve as a major source of revenue
for both ZeusCorp and the IOC. Olympic viewership is already extremely high, with each Olympic
games drawing in billions of viewers from around the globe.
It is safe to assume that the very idea of holding the Olympic
Games in space would attract significant media attention and
ensure numbers of viewers far higher than average throughout the duration of the 2096 Games due to the novelty of the
entire concept and the chance to witness sports history be
made in a series of brand new Olympic sports. The games will
generate billions of dollars from the marketing of broadcasting rights and branding opportunities while also serving as
a major publicity stunt drawing attention towards Olympus
while the whole world is watching. The 2096 Olympic Games
will generate massive profits for ZeusCorp and its partners,
not only in the months leading up to the games but for many
years to follow.
ZeusCorp’s next major corporate deal will be with the American sports clothing company Under
Armour, Inc. With the 2096 Olympic Games as well as ample opportunities for zero-gravity athletics
for everybody onboard Olympus, it will be important for there to be athletic apparel optimized for
use in microgravity conditions that can be worn by both athletes and vacationers alike. ZeusCorp will
work with Under Armour to develop advanced new textiles technologies that will create high performance microgravity sports apparel. This will greatly benefit Under Armour, Inc. as well as ZeusCorp
because it allows for them to create a whole new line of products co-branded with Olympus.
While we are expecting thousands of visitors who will want to bear witness to the historic moment
that will be the 2096 Olympic Games, the first ever exposition of athletics in space, it is important
to note that the vast majority of viewers will be grounded firmly on Earth. Therefore, an enormous
business opportunity will be created by selling broadcasting rights to companies from countries all
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over the world. ZeusCorp, jointly with the International Olympic Committee, will engage in multibillion dollar deals with broadcasting corporations that will provide live coverage of the 2096 Olympic Games, both in holographic outputs and traditional ultra-high-definition stereoscopic displays.
Examples of such corporations include the National Broadcasting Corporation (NBC) for viewers in
the United States and the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) for viewers in the United Kingdom.
Live coverage will also be displayed for free over the Internet on the ZeusCorp website, which will
generate substantial advertising revenue. (For more information on the technical details of signal
transmission and high fidelity communications onboard Olympus, please see the Telecommunications section.)
ZeusCorp will engage in many deals with zoos and botanical gardens across the planet in order to
find the perfect flora and fauna to populate the interior of the O’Neill cylinder. By recreating a multitude of endangered natural habitats from the Earth onboard our O’Neill cylinder and opening them
up to the guests of Olympus, we create an unforgettable experience for our guests that can be witnessed nowhere else. With such a range of natural beauty in a pristine environment, our vacationers
will create their own adventures whilst exploring the gargantuan interior of the O’Neill cylinder.
In order to finance this entire project, ZeusCorp is contributing tens of billions of dollars of its own as
a majority shareholder in Olympus. As for the rest of the funds necessary to build and maintain the
station, this is where you come in, our dear prospective investors. We hope that we have convinced
you by now that our Olympus project is not only a turning point for humanity but also a chance to
get involved in an extremely profitable venture. Our projected revenues from ticket sales for vacations onboard Olympus soar into billions of dollars, and we hope that you will be a part of it and
help us finance the project. The main financing behind the project comes from ZeusCorp and its various investors, of whose ranks you will hopefully join.

Services and Philanthropy
Medical Care
Persons with Disabilities
Paralyzed persons, persons in wheelchairs or with disabilities would be granted a lot of freedom in
microgravity. They could move easily, and will not suffer from exposure to microgravity. Moreover,
they could use oxygen-filled backpacks to propel themselves through the microgravity sphere.

Burn Treatment
Special areas of the settlement will be especially reserved for hospital care, including burn treatment.
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These facilities and their prices will vary according to the income of the applicant, extensive sponsorships being offered.
Education
Student Trips
Children should be exposed to STEM as early as possible. Therefore, once a month, 50 selected applicants will receive a sponsored ride to Olympus, to get to learn about space, in space. Along with
lectures, visits and moonwalks, they will benefit from the wonders of a great experience, the inside
of the O’Neill Cylinder. This visit will last about one week, and at the end of this period children will
have to hold a presentation on what they learnt during their trip. They will be encouraged to choose
a favourite subject, such as the O’Neill Cylinder or nuclear fusion, and deepen their knowledge in it
after viewing its practical applications.

STEM College Students
A vital part of the education of a STEM college student is their hands-on experience. In order to fully
expose students to science, they have to see it for themselves. Therefore, scholarships supporting
camps to space, on Olympus will be offered. On the settlement they will have access to all the features of Olympus, the facilities, as well as the technical engineering behind, insight on the materials
used, trips to the O’Neill Cylinder, moonwalks, etc. Furtheremore, during the summer, a few internships will also be offered to top applicants.
Production of Cheaper Goods/Donations
Production of Perfect Diamonds
Microgravity eases the process through which perfect, artificial diamonds can be made. Although
not original and as valuable as their natural counterparts, artificial diamonds should bring substantial
profit to ZeusCorp, hence larger donations.
Moreover, by saturating the diamond market with artificial diamonds (for medium income customers), the “blood diamond” trail in South Africa could be eradicated.

Potential Asteroid Mining
Besides various construction metals (iron and nickel) and precious metals (ranging from gold to platinum), asteroids are full of precious materials such as rare gases, ice, etc.. Extra construction materials
will be donated to countries in need of such materials, and so will be the profit obtained from selling
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precious materials.
Pharmaceutically useful materials will also be donated to hospitals.

Profits Donated
The purpose of space exploration is to improve life. Olympus being an economic success, it will help
countries in poverty, by donating 10% of its profits, at the end of each fiscal year.
Documentaries
In the name of learning and improving the knowledge we have of space, as well as promoting space,
science, engineering, technology and mathematics, Olympus will host and cooperate with various
space and science documentaries. Not only would Discovery, National Geographic and other such
well-known names in the industry be welcome, but also YouTube creators promoting science and
scientific content (SciShow) to appeal to viewers of every age and demographic.
Fundraising
Since Olympus is an entertaining complex, many events, such as shows, concerts, art or fashion exhibitions will be held. Among all these, once a year a fundraiser gala will be organized. All the donated
money will go to one chosen charity.

Leadership
Olympus, as part of ZeusCorp, will be run as any enterprise would. Since it’s a touristic based settlement, running it like a business is most profitable. The leaders of Olympus, with equal rights, will be
the CEO and CFO, representatives of ZeusCorp. The largest shareholders and representatives from
other major partnering firms will also be represented in the Board of Directors, as senior executives.
They have in subdivision a Business Manager and a Personnel Manager. The Business Manager is
in charge of the Commercial Division, the Olympic Games Division, the Tourism and Entertainment
Division. The Personnel Manager is in charge of the Administration Department, the Exterior Maintenance Division, the Security Division as well as the Industrial and Medical Division.
Each are responsible for their managers, designers, foremen, and operatives people. All the departments and divisions in Business and Personnel are run by three people, with education in Engineering, Medical and Business, in order to ensure safety and efficiency, as well as profitability.
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Business
CEO

Board of Direc- Business Mantors (Senior
ager
Executives)

Commercial
Division
Special Events
Division

Engineering,
Medical, Business teams

Overatives

Tourism and
Entertainment
Division
CFO

Personnel
Manager

Administrative
Department
Exterior Maintenance Division
Security Division
Industrial and
Medical Division

Decisions are taken by CEO and CFO (who have VETO rights) and the heads of the departments
influenced by the decision. For example, should a decision regarding Entertainment be taken, the
Business Manager, the Commercial Division Manager, the
Olympic Games Division Manager, the Tourism and Entertainment Division are all permitted to vote,
and so are their head of departments.

Legal System
Olympus will be open to people of all ages and all nationalities. Considering the majority of Olympus’ population is transitive, touristic, or is represented by sportsmen, it is only expected that they
adhere to the laws of Olympus Space Settlement. Considering the influx of people from different
nations, cultures and countries, ZeusCorp feels that having Olympus’ passengers treated equally
implies a diplomatic approach to all legal considerations.
Consequently, Olympus will have its own strictly defined legal code that will govern all behavior onboard the ship to ensure that no individual feels threatened during the course of their vacation.
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Athletics
Olympic Games
Olympus will be the host of the Summer and Winter Olympic Games, Summer and Winter Paralympic Games as well as Space Olympic and Paralympic Games! Furthermore, Olympus Space Settlement will also host the Youth Olympic Games, with sports coinciding with the ones in the Senior
Olympic Games.
Both Summer and Winter Olympics and Paralympics will be held in the arena that has normal Earth
gravity, which is the O’Neill cylinder module, separate from the actual settlement. The Olympics
program will have the same current categories (Category A: athletics, aquatics, gymnastics. Category
B: cycling, basketball, football, tennis and volleyball. Category C: archery, badminton, boxing, judo,
rowing, shooting, table tennis and weightlifting. Category D: canoe/kayaking, equestrian, fencing,
handball, field hockey, sailing, taekwondo, triathlon and wrestling. Category E: modern pentathlon,
golf and rugby) as well as the novel sports. The demonstration sports that are currently being played
in the Olympic Games will also be included in the 2096 Olympic Games.
Space Olympics and Paralympics
Besides raising a bid to host the Olympic Games, Olympus will host biannual Space Olympics. These
events will last a week, with each of the ten sports having a designated day. They will take place in
the microgravity arena, and make up for one of the most important attractions of Olympus. The program consists of: Spaceball, Battleground, Starchase, Artistic Dance, Laser Tag, Aerobatics, Soccer.
Each will be adapted for the Space Paralympic Games as well.

Spaceball
Like volleyball, this game will be played by 2 teams of 6 players. The pitch will be 18m long and 9m
wide. The court’s will be separated by a central wall, which will be made from a thicker and stronger
material, and will have an opening across it that will measure 3m in height. The ball will also have a
larger circumference and will be slightly heavier. A spaceball game will consist of 3 games, each of
20 minutes, with 2 breaks of 5 minutes between them. The field’s walls will be made from an elastic
material that enables players to bounce without injuring themselves from the impact. Furthermore,
grids of bars will be constructed on the walls, and 2 beat boards on each wall will help players gain
speed faster. Spaceball will follow the same rules as volleyball and the same faults. To make the
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game more interesting and adapt it to microgravity, each court will have adjacent obstacles. Hitting
the opposing team’s obstacles or the parts of the walls from their side of the pitch will score 1 point,
while hitting anything in your part of the field will be considered a fault.

Battleground
Battleground is a strategic game that will be played by two teams of 6 members. The pitch will have
a cuboid shape. Each team will have its own court (80m long, 80m wide) and in the middle there will
be a neutral one (30m long, 80m wide). The arena will have different climatic themes. Each court will
have a house and a prison with six entrances, one on each side of the cuboid-shaped prison. Pillars
will be situated every 10m, to help players keep control of their velocity and direction of motion. The
goal is to take the opposing team’s flag from the house and bring it to your team’s house. The house
can be camouflaged as needed with materials found at the place. Players have to keep a 1 meter
distance from the flag at all times. Only the team captain can change the flag’s hiding spot and only
once during the game. The warder as well as the players have to keep a distance of 1 meter from the
prison during the game and can’t enter it. Any intruder that is touched by an opponent in the latter’s
court is send to prison immediately. Prisoners escape only when a member of their team enters the
prison without being touched. Players will have paint on their gloves to avoid interpretation if they
should go to prison and will also wear a special light-weight suit to provide speed in a low gravity environment. The game ends if the flag is returned to the house or if more than 5 players are in
prison. If the game doesn’t end in one hour the team captains will be challenged to a speed contest
across the length of the field. All strategies that don’t violate the official rules are allowed. We will
use video-refereeing, with multiple cameras across the wall.

One of Olympus’ several microgravity arenas
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Artistic Dance
Similar to synchronized swimming, this form of art will push all the boundaries of emotional expression by movement in microgravity.
Laser Tag
Keeping the rules of classic laser tag, the introduction of zero gravity will make the game far more
interesting as strategy possibilities become unlimited. Laser tag will be played by teams of 8 players
and obstacles and surprises will fill the court.
Aerobatics
A combination of acrobatic gymnastics, aerial acts and tumbling,aerobatics will allow gymnasts to
perform acts that used to be possible only in dreams. The use of trampolines and trapezes is allowed. Participants will be judged by the difficulty and execution of their routine and by their artistic
performance.
Soccer
A variation of the classical soccer, this game is adapted to microgravity conditions. The pitch will
have a cuboid shape, analogous to the rectangular one in regular soccer games. Grids of bars will
be put on the walls, which will be elastic to an extent that gives players time to grab the bars and
that enables collisions to be slow enough to prevent injuries. The field can have any size as long as
the players have room in it, but because between two collisions with the walls or other players they
will have little control of their velocity, the pitch shouldn’t be too big. We propose one with the same
area as a usual playground, sides of 32m each. The goals will be square, and by imposing the analogous conditions as above, its sides will be of 2,5m each. We will use video-refereeing, with multiple
cameras across the walls of the pitch.
High Gravity Sports
High gravity sports can be hosted in one of the variable-gravity modules (0.5g spheres), by accelerating the modules rotation. In such conditions only the strongest competitors can resist. In order to
test their physical limits, we will revive three of the ancient Olympic games. All participants should
be trained to hold up in the extra-g environment. The High Gravity Games will have a special schedule designated in order to make sure that the athletes are not physically affected due to bone and
muscle strain. A medical team will be ready to assist them in any moment.
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Discus
Being one of the oldest sports in the Games, discus throw can’t be omitted. To make things more
interesting we will use a discus made from a very dense material. Athletes must display a huge force
in order to throw the discus as far as possible. The athlete to throw farthest wins.
Jumping and Running
In ancient Greece jumpers used some additional weights called halters to increase the distance of a
jump. This new weight increased their inertia. In the extra-g arena they’ll have to conquer their own
perceived weight and as jump as far as possible. The same challenges will be faced when running.
Athlete Accomodation
All competitors in the Olympic and Paralympic games will be assigned rooms in Olympus’ Luxury
Hotels. Each edition, the participants will have two normal gravity module assigned, for comfortable
rest and accommodation, as well as a 0.1g sphere, for exercise and training. Time in microgravity will
be limited, however. This will happen with each cylindrical, individual module linked to the Grand
Stadium. A total of six normal gravity and three microgravity modules will be occupied by sportsmen. In the spirit of the Olympic Games, all competitors will be welcomed to stay and enjoy another
week the facilities of Olympus, as a courtesy of ZeusCorp.
Athlete Security
Aside from the extensive security systems on Olympus, all modules inhabited by sportsmen will be
permanently guarded along with the linking tubes. Access to the sporting events is based on electronic tickets, and access to the accommodation modules for Olympic athletes and staff will be given
after extensive verification.
Spectators/Live Coverage
The Space Olympic and Paralympic Games, as well as the Olympic and Paralympic Games, followed
by the Youth Olympic Games are the main attraction of Olympus.
The remaining six normal gravity modules, nine 0.1g modules and twelve 0.5g modules are saved
for our perspective visitors and customers. Besides watching the Olympic Games and meeting the
sportsmen, spectators may take full advantage of all the luxurious facilities Olympus has to offer, as
well as guided tours of the arenas, or strolls in the O’Neill Cylinder parks not reserved for the Olympic Games.
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In the O’Neill Cylinder, certain areas are reserved for the spectators. Since this is a normal gravity module, no special requirements regarding the safety and general well-being of spectators are
made.
During the Space Olympic and Paralympic games however, spectators will be security strapped to
their seats with harnesses, and all food and drink will mimic typical astronaut food in order to prevent
any spills, etc.

Of course, the majority of the Olympic audience will be watching at home on Earth. For this reason,
all athletic events will be transmitted and broadcast around Earth just like any other Olympic games.
Along with traditional cinematography, sports will also be broadcast in three-dimensional holograms
that can then be projected in terrestrial households, allowing for a “real” exerience, no matter the
physical distance between the athletes and the nations they represent.
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Parks
A massive, circular park, grown in enriched altered regolith and located in the O’Neill Cylinder, will
closely resemble parks on Earth, including trees and various plant species. Its area will be about
2km2, with a radius of about 800m. Furthermore, a small depth river will also be included. This river
will stream across the park, through a middle
section, and will pour in a lake that will contain much flora and fauna. The park will also
contain a few playgrounds for children, with
swings, slides, monkey bars, seesaws and
many others. Renting centers will offer bicycles and roller blades. Fauna is difficult to
control, but perhaps, after the settlement
expands, small sized animals may be grown, outside the pet policy. Various concerts, exhibitions
of modern art works, fundraisers will be held in this park, mainly for entertaining and humanitarian
reasons, but also with the scope of strengthening relationships’ between residents of the settlement,
whether they’re visitors or maintenance crew.

The Hotspot
The Hotspot will be the heart of Olympus’ residential
area and the hub of social activity. It will include a
theater, a cinema, an opera hall, cafes, restaurants,
night clubs, ballrooms, a conference hall, and an art
museum. We’ll invite all the great artists from Earth
to perform on Olympus. Il will also include all major types of religious centers, such as mosques and
madrasehs, fire temples, synagogues, gurdwaras and
churches, because Olympus’ designers wish to make
all tourist accommodate on this settlement, and offer
them all the necessary requirements. Its purpose is
not only to offer all kinds of entertaining opportunities that exist on Earth, so visitors won’t miss anything, but also to meet religious and business necessities and ultimately bring culture into space. Its
diameter will be about 4km.
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In the middle of the downtown center, a Central square from which commercial streets that extend
will exist. This plaza will have a sprawling, artesian fountain; the streets will be filled with cafes, and
rustic restaurants specific to many cultures.

The conference hall is designed for business meeting, but also for internal meetings regarding important decisions that will appear in Olympus’ future. The ball room will be rented for private events,
and used for various dance competitions and shows.

Sybaris
In addition to the primary station, Olympus features Sybaris, an enormous O’Neill cylinder which
serves as the largest “pleasure garden” in the entire solar system. With roughly 10 square kilometers
of available space lining the inside of the curved portion of the cylinder, Sybaris is a truly gargantuan
creation which will be exclusive to guests of Olympus. The entire cylinder will be rotating so as to
produce pseudogravity of 1 G everywhere within Sybaris.
Sybaris will also be located at Earth-Moon L4, around 2 kilometers away from the main station of
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Olympus. Shuttles between Olympus and Sybaris will be conducted every half hour and will be open
to anybody onboard. These shuttles will be operated by XCOR Aerospace. A docking port embedded into the outer wall of Sybaris will allow a shuttle to magnetically dock with Sybaris and for any
passengers who wish to return to Olympus to pass through an airlock into the spacecraft.
Sybaris is unique because it contains direct simulations of multiple environments on Earth. Powerful
LED floodlights embedded strategically across the inner surface of Sybaris provide illumination to
the opposite side of the cylinder, mimicking natural daylight cycles. In addition to this, cloud condensation nuclei dispersion methods are used to perform cloud seeding and recreate atmospheric
conditions within Sybaris. Silver iodide and sodium chloride particles are dispersed into the air via
drones and can create basic precipitation patterns.

The “natural” atmosphere will be further simulated through the use of subtle aromas secreted at
specific times throughout the day. Extensive research on Earth will be done to recreate the smells
associated with specific parts of the day or season, such as the scent of flowering plants in the spring
(there will not be enough actual flowers on the settlement to recreate the scents of spring to their
fullest). These scents will be spread in very small amounts from various parts of the module, including the ceiling, edges, and small openings in the grass.
The ground of Sybaris is created with enriched, altered, lunar regolith, which is used to support a
base of grasses and other flora. Various plants and trees will be introduced from botanical gardens
around the world in order to create a wide range of biomes including savannah, jungle, rainforest,
and deciduous forest. Also, animals will be purchased from various zoos and placed in their ap-
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propriate environments. Botanists and zoologists will be heavily employed on on Sybaris to ensure
that the flora and fauna are taken care of properly. By recreating various ecosystems from the Earth,
guests of Olympus will be given the unique chance of getting to go on safaris and guided wildlife
tours through the exotic biomes, experiencing many different sights that would take weeks of travel
to cover on the Earth.
Sybaris will also feature a deep river that meanders across the cylinder and eventually circles back on
itself. This river will be filled with aquatic wildlife as well as bioluminescent phytoplankton that guests
can marvel at when Sybaris is in the nighttime phase of its cycle. The deepest part of the river will
feature an underwater aquarium and restaurant, featuring stunning panoramic views of marine animals.
Transportation options within Sybaris include helicopters, off-road vehicles, buses, and boats. These
can be used by the guests to travel anywhere within the interior of the cylinder for activities across all
ecosystems. Regular stops will be made to the docking port so that guests can go back to Olympus
whenever they are ready.
For a sense of perspective on Sybaris, imagine this: as you look forward, there is no horizon. The
land continues to extend before you until it begins to slowly curve up, arching over your head until
it finally loops back on itself around you. There is no sky on Sybaris, and at any given time, you can
look up and see such incredible sights as upside-down waterfalls, forests turned on their head, and
other vacationers enjoying their time at Olympus. This mere experience will provide a sense of wonder and amazement that will become an unforgettable experience of anybody who visits Sybaris.
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Human Factors
Air Regulation/Oxygenation
It is vital to ensure enough oxygen levels in the air of the settlement at all times, to provide inhabitants with the same well-being they enjoy on Earth. Because prolonged exposure to high concentrations of oxygen is as dangerous as a dearth of it,regulation of oxygen levels in the atmosphere would
also have to monitor for excess levels of oxygen.
Therefore, oxygen levels within Olympuswill be monitored and regulated to stay at 20.95(±0.5) % of
the atmospheric gas by volume, as is consistent with the proportion of oxygen found in terrestrial dry
air. All major gas levels, including oxygen, nitrogen, carbon dioxide, methane, hydrogen, and water vapor will be measured in all modules of the settlement using local Major Constituent Analyzers
(MCAs). These detectors will report gas levels to a software mainframe associated with the air recycling facility and gas transportation ducts to maintain constant, safe gas levels at all times.
Oxygen on Olympus will come from two predominant sources. One will be a semi-perpetual electrolysis system, which will cycle through its own independent water supply to generate oxygen gas.
A large reservoir of water will be channeled into a reaction chamber, where the large volume of water will be put through an electric current in order to separate the water molecules into oxygen and
hydrogen gas. The oxygen gas will be collected and sent for distribution throughout the interior of
the settlement. The hydrogen gas will be contained and brought to a secondary phase of the system, which is integral to the overall electrolysis system’s ability to be nearly self-sufficient. The system
will store the hydrogen gas in one tank, and will receive carbon dioxide gas in the other, which will
be collected throughout the atmosphere of the settlement as a means of preventing CO2 levels from
exceeding 0.040% in the air. According to Sabatier’s reaction:
CO2 + 4H2 » CH4 + 2H2O
Therefore, the carbon dioxide, the product of respiration, and hydrogen gas, the product of electrolysis, will be reacted to produce water and methane. This water can then be transported back into the
reservoir for use in electrolysis. The waste methane would then be pyrolized to produce carbon and
hydrogen gas, the latter of which can further undergo Sabatier’s reaction.
In order to carry out this reaction, the reaction chamber should be maintained at about 300-400° to
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optimize the results. Furthermore, aluminum oxide will be present during the reaction as a highly effective catalyst to maximize reactivity and ultimately contribute to the speed of oxygen production.
However, reliance on one major source of oxygen is extremely risky and imprudent. Any deficiency
in the system can jeopardize the entire population. Therefore, a second source of oxygen will always
function in parallel with the other. A large-scale chemical oxygen generating system will provide this
additional oxygen source. In this system, an inorganic superoxide, chlorate, or perchlorate will be
ignited to produce breathable oxygen gas. Together, the electrolysis-Sabatier and chemical generation systems will provide sufficient levels of oxygen free to be automatically distributed throughout
Olympus based on the necessary amounts to maintain both the proper, consistent composition of
the air and one atmosphere of pressure.
Another minor source of oxygen includes plant life, which will in fact exist within the settlement..
However, when compared to the oxygen output of the two main systems, the oxygen produced via
photosynthesis will be rendered negligible. It is important to note that plants only sustain the generation of fresh air, and should not be counted on as a steady source; photosynthesis depends on
many factors, Another way of obtaining oxygen in space that should be mentioned is by importing it
from the Moon. The Moon dust has a high percentage of oxygen. The process of obtaining any kind
of materials from other sources than Earth, as the Moon or asteroids is thoroughly explained in the
Materials episode.
Even with several running methods of generating oxygen, contingencies are necessary to assure access to oxygen. In the case of a serious emergency in which levels of oxygen are threateningly low
for significant periods, all inhabitants will have immediate access in their rooms to localized oxygen
candles. These chemical oxygen generators, upon mechanical activation using an ignition cap containing lead styphnate and tetrazene as the explosive compounds, will mix sodium chlorate with
barium peroxide and sodium perchlorate at high internal temperatures to produce oxygen for short
periods. Another way is through oxygen candles, which transform sodium chlorate (or potassium,
lithium chlorate or perchlorate) and iron powder in sodium chloride, iron oxide and 6.5 man-hours of
oxygen per kilogram.

Ventilation
The air management centers on the settlement will have a full-time staff of engineers, hydrologists,
and atmospheric scientists to service the functioning systems, as well as a team of highly-competent
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software engineers to oversee the automation of air quality regulation at all times. In order to cycle
this clean air throughout the settlement, a ventilation system will be constructed throughout each
module. Air will be moved through a series of ducts within each module before exiting into the environment through vents.

Temperature and Pressure
All inhabited areas of Olympus, residential and public access will be maintained at a constant pressure of 101.3kPa, or one atmosphere. This pressure, that of the atmosphere on Earth at sea level, will
best accommodate inhabitants by allowing for ease of breathing and prevent long-term physiological changes due to respiratory adaptation. In order to maintain this pressure, the mass of gas in each
module of the settlement will have to be regulated based on its volume.
Using the ideal gas equation PV=nRT (1), where P equals pressure, V volume, T temperature, R is
the universal constant of the ideal gas and is equal with 8314,472 m3 Pa K-1 kmol-1, and v is the mol
number.
We also know: v=(m/µ)=N/NA (2), m being the mass, N the number of mol, NA Avogadro’s number
and µ the molar mass.
Considering (1), v=(PV)/(RT), and considering (2) (RT)/(PV)=m/µ=N/ NA
We have R=8.3142 J/kmol, P=101.325 kPa, T=25°C = 298.15K, NA=6.023 and μ=28.98 g/mol.

Composition
Considering this, we must induce m=(μPV)/(RT) , where μ is the total molar mass of the constituent
gases. Therefore, by knowing the volume of the enclosure, the molar mass of the gases constituting
the air, and by measuring the current temperature, autonomous onboard and localized MCA systems
will be able to report the amount of gas needed to maintain one atmosphere of pressure. The necessary masses of gas for each public-accessible area of the settlement, calculated using the derived
equation above, are as follow.
Along with oxygen, the levels of other gases must also be regulated in the atmosphere. High levels
of carbon dioxide, for instance, can lead to difficulty breathing and long-term respiratory complications along with other, more dangerous and acute effects. Thus, the gas should not exceed levels of
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0.040% in the atmosphere. When MCA units in any of the locations detect high or climbing levels of
carbon dioxide, they will trigger local Carbon Dioxide Removal Assembly units, which will isolate and
capture some carbon dioxide from the air, thus reducing its levels. The CDRA system will consist of
a network of sieves known as zeolites, which are silicon dioxide and aluminum dioxide crystals. Each
crystal can be used as a screening system by being flattened out as a porous sheet with holes only
large enough for specific molecules. The sieve itself will consist of 4 beds, each with 2 zeolites. The
first zeolite, zeolite 13X, will absorb water molecules from the incoming air, passing on dry air to the
second zeolite. It is important that moist air be not sent for carbon dioxide absorption, because the
water makes it extremely difficult to isolate and remove the CO2 particles. The zeolite 5X bed then
removes the CO2 from the air, releasing the carbon dioxide-free air back into the atmosphere. The
CO2 removed by this process would then be contained and transported to the air management central facility to undergo Sabatier’s reaction in order to produce the H2O needed power electrolysis.
Other chemical impurities include ammonia, acetone, and carbon monoxide. They can be removed
from the air using charcoal filtration. Small active filters will be placed throughout the settlement to
trap impurities and keep the air clean and healthy.

Water
Production
Way of obtaining water

Phase

Chemical reaction

Construction

Moon

Construction

Plants

Final

Sabatier reaction

Final

Fuel cell byproduct

Final

The settlement will need to provide its own water, which could be collected, sterilized, and reused.
It is vital that all water is effectively contained within the settlement, where it can perpetually cycle,
without being lost to the surrounding space.
All initial water will need to be transported to the settlement from Earth. This would provide all of
the water the settlement will ever need when population projections are factored in over a long scale
of time as the population of the settlement approaches its maximum capacity. Enough water will
need to be initially supplied to, moreover, meet such demands. The first way is by using oxygen and
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hydrogen and creating chemical reactions in order to obtain water. Both oxygen and hydrogen are
abundant on the Moon, and hydrogen is the most common substance in space. Since the research
torus is the first to be constructed, oxygen may be produced in an early stage of construction.
2H2+O2 =2H2O+ E
The second way of obtaining water in space during the construction phase would be taking it from
the Moon. LCROSS found a shadowed area near the Moon’s South Pole, in the Cabeus Crater.

Collection
The water within the settlement will be recycled and purified for use and reuse. Water will come from
three predominant sources. The first is any water obtained from the waste of water sources such as
residential sinks, commercial sinks, fountains, and bodies of water. This water will be collected in a
system of ducts that will transport the water to localized reservoirs to be temporarily held in order
to regulate water flow levels and prevent an overflow in the central water channeling system. From
these storage regions, the water will proceed to a larger main reservoir located within each module
before entering the purification process. It is important to have multiple reservoirs and purification
centers on the settlement to prevent dependence on any single region in the case of an emergency
failure or improbable contamination issue.
The second source of water for sterilization would be urine, without which it would be impossible to
maintain water levels within the settlement. This waste would be filtered through the septic system
via centrifugal separation, isolated, and stored in localized reservoir containers. Like the wastewater,
the urine will then also be channeled to a separate tank in the module where it will undergo an independent, more rigorous purification process before it can be reintroduced as product water.
The third source of water will be that collected from the atmosphere as excess water vapor. Major
Constituent Analyzer systems ubiquitous throughout the interior of the settlement will monitor water
vapor levels in the atmosphere, and will stimulate vents to take in excess water vapor when the air is
too high in humidity. This water vapor will also be channeled to the module’s central filtration system
to undergo a brief purification process of its own.

Treatment
In the regional water recycling centers, water will arrive separated into the three reservoirs of waste-
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water, urine, and atmospheric water vapor. Since water vapor levels will be relatively low in comparison to the other two sources, the collected water vapor will ultimately be combined with the wastewater before undergoing filtration.
Although other methods of filtration are more popular, such as the reverse osmosis, the settlement
will take advantage of forward osmosis as its primary means of filtration, because it is more efficient
energetically. In this process, water is placed in a chamber separated down the middle by a semi
permeable membrane similar to the apparatus of reverse osmosis. However, this process takes advantage of water’s natural osmotic properties by placing a high-concentration solution of ammonia
salt on the opposite side of the membrane. Therefore, water naturally crosses the filtration system,
since the high solute concentration induced osmosis, which then purges the water of any impurities.
The mixture of water and ammonia salt is then heated to evaporate the ammonia, leaving pure water
which is ready for use and consumption.
From here, the filtered water will be channeled into a final chamber for ultraviolet sterilization to kill
any pathogens that may have passed the forward osmotic membrane. In this process, the water will
be passed through a chamber in which ultraviolet rays will be passed through without causing any
toxicity to the water itself. A UV dosage of 7,000 µW·s/cm2 is sufficient to kill most harmful pathogens. This treatment must be done after the osmosis, since the presence of suspended particles in
the water can allow pathogens to be shielded from the radiation by remaining encased in the larger
particles, which would then absorb the rays without harming the microorganism. UV lamps should
be regularly replaced and are cleaned. Lamps loose their capacity over time, and their effectiveness
lowers; lack of observing its replacement rule may lead to tragic consequences varying from food
poisoning to infections, etc.
After this sterilization process, the wastewaters and water vapor will be completely pure and ready
to be distributed throughout the settlement as product water that can be used for commercial purposes but is also completely safe for human consumption.
Phase

Description

Area of application

Centrifugal separation

Separates solids from liquids

Black water and bathroom/
kitchen water
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Ozone

Used to sterilize water and air.
Bathroom/kitchen water
It is very strong, covers a wide
range of pathogens and doesn’t
imply the use of hazardous
chemicals.

Hydrogen peroxide

Very effective, strong enough,
not toxic if concentration is
under 3%.

Filtration

Prepares water for UV steriliza- Bathroom/kitchen water
tion, as it is more efficient in low
water turbidity

Ultraviolet disinfection

Highly effective method,
doesn’t affect taste, odor or
clarity of water, chemical-free

Bathroom/kitchen water

Bathroom/kitchen water and air

The urine, however, will require an additional step in order to assure that it is perfectly clean for
recycling. After undergoing a separate forward osmosis process, the urine would have to be distilled
to purify the water and remove all other chemicals from the solution. Although forward osmosis can
remove particles and larger microorganisms, it cannot separate water from dissolved chemicals,
such as nitrates. After distillation, the water would undergo UV sterilization in the same manner as all
other water before ultimately being combined with the purified water from the other two sources as
final, purified product water.

Distribution
From here, water will enter a new product water reservoir from which it will be channeled as necessary. The product reservoir will transport water through ducts into various local reservoirs throughout
the module. The water will then be brought up directly through plumbing for use. This water will be
used residentially, to maintain current bodies of wate or for food production and processing. It is important to note that water generated by the Sabatier reaction is not involved in this cycle, since this
water will be directly brought back to the beginning of its own system to be used for electrolysis.
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Food
The food consumed in the settlement will be made through various methods that are efficient and
have high production yields. All plant-based food products, including fruits, vegetables, leafy greens,
and sugars, will be grown in large aeroponic and hydroponic systems in each main module of the
settlement that allow for efficient microgravity agriculture.
Aeroponic systems allow for plant growth sans growth medium. This is done by exposing roots
directly to water through a mist environment. The solution that meets the roots also contains all
necessary nutrients for plant growth. Employment of such aeroponic techniques allows for a highly
efficient delivery of oxygen and carbon dioxide to the plant roots, aiding development. Controlled
cultivation in a synthetic environment also significantly reduces the possibility of disease in a crop.

The nutrient solutions used for both the aeroponic and hydroponic systems will include potassium
nitrate, magnesium sulfate, calcium nitrate, potassium phosphate, as well as various ions and chelating agents. They will be constantly monitored for chemical composition and pH levels. To provide
the light necessary for photosynthesis, all agricultural units will be exposed to both plasma growth
lights and digital ballasts.
Aeroponic methods will be used in the agricultural areas of the settlement to grow vegetables and
greens such as carrots, cucumbers, onions, spinach, lettuce, apples, oranges, and sugarcane. Such
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plants show promising tolerance to such methods, and in fact thrive in the moist, controlled conditions.
Other products will be produced using hydroponics, a term for a system that grows plants in a mineral solution without the need for a soil medium. This system too is beneficial, since the water needed can be recycled throughout the system without need for significant further input, greater control
of nutrient levels the plants receive, and, as is the case with aeroponics, easy harvesting, and disease
prevention.
Hydroponic systems will have Plasma Growth Lights, which have the widest spectrum and give the
most light, and Digital Ballasts, which give more light but loose less electricity when heated.
Fertilizers are hydroponic and organic, and propagation will be ensured by the usage of clone gel in
hydroponic systems and clone spray in aeroponic ones. Testers and adjusters will be placed in order
to monitor the PH.
There are various methods of hydro culture that will be used on the settlement. Beans and wheat
will be grown in a sprout culture, which is a specific variety of hydroponic farming that is optimized
for sprout plants. The hydroponic systems used will be of four types, depending on the plants’ size:
Deep Water Culture, Sprout Garden, Nutrient Film Technique, and Expandable Drip System.
Produce

Quantity required

Hydroponic/Aeroponic

Beans

7,500 kg

Hydroponic (Sprout Culture)

Wheat

30.24 L

Hydroponic (Sprout Culture)

Carrots

4,550 kg

Aeroponic

Cucumbers

1,550 kg

Aeroponic

Onions

1,000 kg

Aeroponic

Spinach

1,000 kg

Aeroponic

Vegetables

10,000 kg

Hydroponic (Nutrient Film Technique)

Potatoes

5,500 kg

Aeroponic

Tomatoes

4,550 kg

Hydroponic (Nutrient Film Technique)
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Cauliflower

2,000 kg

Hydroponic (Deep Water Culture)

Rice

3,500 kg

Hydroponic (Deep Water Culture)

Lettuce

4,780 kg

Aeroponic

Apples

1,312.5 kg

Aeroponic

Oranges

1,450 kg

Aeroponic

Strawberries, raspberries other
berries

3,412.5 kg

Hydroponic (Deep Water Culture)

Watermelon

2,000kg

Hydroponic

Other fruit

3,000 kg

Hydroponic (Deep Water Culture)

Sugarcane

1,500 kg

Aeroponic

Meat and diary will be produced in vitro, meaning that the meat has never been part of a living
animal but is generated from muscular cells and fibers. Fast growth will be ensured and a perfusion
system as well, in order to keep the growing muscle nitrified.
In vitro meat presents a series of advantages. First of all, it will be cheaper than animal meat. Most
of all, it is healthier. It will be 100% muscle and no fatty oils at all, while omega-3 fatty acids will be
added. Moreover, IVM will not present diseases. Diary products and eggs can be produced the same
way.

Waste Management
Classification
Unlike on Earth, the settlement will not have an abundance of natural resources to draw upon for
production purposes. For this reason, it is vital that all possible efforts are made on the part of both
the administration and the residents to reduce superfluous consumption, reuse anything that does
notneed to be immediately discarded, and recycle a majority of wastes. Since the term waste is
broad, it first needs to be broken down into several groups of materials and substances that require
separate avenues of treatment in order to be recycled.
Collection
All waste on the settlement will be discarded into separate, color-coded bins. Due to the necessity of
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recycling on the settlement, there will be a relatively large amount of bins instead of the traditional
sole garbage can. There will be a separate bin for paper, metal, plastics, glass, organic, and miscellaneous wastes, such as textiles and wood. Battery bins will not be needed, since most residents will
only be using rechargeable batteries for their appliances.
Waste Group

Treatment

Paper

Heated and strained

Aluminum

Melted

Steel

Melted

Plastic

Melted

Batteries

Ground and acid neutralized

Glass

Melted

Textiles

Shredded and carded

Wood

Shredded

Electronics

Component separation

Organic

Compost

Human

Incineration

Processing
Recycling will be a major component of the culture on the settlement. Rather than being an option,
recycling will be the sole method of disposal for almost every type of waste.
Paper will be recycled just as it is on Earth. Marked paper recycling bins will be common throughout
the settlement, both in public areas and in private quarters. It is imperative that residents reuse all
paper products as much as possible. Fortunately, paper usage will not be prominent throughout the
settlement anyways. Metals will also have their own bins throughout the settlement. The most common types of metal that will be recycled are aluminum and steel.
The recycling process for some batteries is more complex than that of others, since many batteries
contain toxic chemicals that must be properly disposed of in a contained environment where they
do not come into human contact. Alkaline batteries will simply be shredded in an enclosed environment, where magnesium and zinc and be removed and separated for reuse. Larger lead acid bat-
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teries, such as those found in heavy machinery and vehicles, however, will require a more involved
process of recycling. Such batteries will be taken to a secure facility where they will initially be
ground up. The destroyed batteries will then be brought into an acid neutralization system, which
will neutralize the highly concentrated sulfuric acid that make up the battery acid with salts. In the
final step, the lead extracted from the polymer remains in order to be kept in secure containment.
It is important to note, however, that few batteries will need to be processed at the recycling plant.
Nearly every battery on the station will be rechargeable in order to save materials.
Glass can be easily recycled through melting. All discarded glass will be stored in a closed facility until is needed. There, it will be ground into a mixture of coarse, crushed particles known as cullet. The
cullet will be brought into a furnace to be melted and remolded for new applications.
The fibers of textiles can be reused as well. Recycled textiles, such as damaged clothing and sheets,
will be shredded up to form large masses of fibers. Some of these fibers will be directly taken out to
be used as insulation or stuffing for mattresses and blankets. The rest of the textile remains will be
carded so that they can be spun into new cloth.
There will not be wood on the settlement, since there will not be an abundance of trees that can be
used for the lumber. Any wood is discarded, however, will be shredded in order to be used as woodchips in public areas or pressed together with resins to create multipurpose wood particleboards.
Each electronic will be taken apart and components separated by type. From there, they will be
recycled through their respective processes.
Not all waste on the settlement will be synthetic. Organic wastes will make up a large amount of the
wastes on the settlement. These wastes will predominantly be used composted in order to fertilize soils found in public areas of the settlement. Human wastes will be incinerated to provide small
amounts of additional energy, and elements such as nitrogen will be extracted to be given to aeroponically and hydroponically grown plants.

Medical Treatment
The local health clinics will serve as checkpoints for medical treatment. They will filter serious medical
conditions to be sent back to Earth while treating milder conditions within the clinic. The localized
clinics will therefore serve as emergency medical centers, since this greatly increases the accessibility
of urgent medical care to all Olympus visitors.
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All Olympus staff will be required to undergo a brief, routine medical checkup bimonthly.The checkup will assess the mental and physical health of the residents. The primary test will be a simple urinalysis. This analysis will test for the internal levels of substances such as various proteins, hormones,
ions, trace metals, and glucose.
The settlement will need a large supply of drugs and other medications in order to provide for the
all temporary residents as well as semi-permanent staff. These medications, along with other medical
supplies, will be replenished frequently from Earth.

Treatments in Microgravity
The majority of medical care will be given in a 1G environment, since nearly all of Olympus’medical
facilities are in the residential sections. Most treatments require a regular environment as well, since
any shift in gravity should change the state of many bodily systems. However, a lack of gravity can be
taken
advantage of in certain circumstances. Therefore, it is important that the medical facilities of the
settlement take advantage of microgravity therapeutic procedures. For example, individuals with
back pains can exercise in microgravity painlessly.
Although different exercises for different amounts of times may be assigned on a case-to-case basis,
a simple routine will be as follows:
Activity

Duration

Warm-up stretching

5 mins

Making walking movements

5 mins

Aerobic exercises

15 mins

Strength exercises

10 mins

Flexibility exercises

10 mins

Cool-down

10 mins
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Safety
On Olympus, our number one priority is the safety of our guests. Being in space certainly has many
concerns associated with it, but we have invested a great number of resources to ensure that all vacationers and staff onboard Olympus will never be exposed to any kind of dangers.

Waste Heat Management
As a self-sustaining space station with local power generation and extensive internal transfer of energy, management of waste heat will be a problem. If all of this heat is allowed to circulate continually within the space station without being rejected, the heat will accumulate and reach dangerous
levels, creating fire hazards. Unlike on Earth, Olympus is in a vacuum, so there is no convection or
conduction to exchange heat with the environment. The only mechanism of rejecting heat is thermal radiation, which follows the Stefan-Boltzmann Law, according to which the total amount of heat
radiated is proportional to the surface area of the radiator. Optimum radiation efficiency is gained by
radiating into free space; the radiator must be shielded from direct sunlight as radiating toward an
illuminated surface reduces radiative efficiency.
In order to solve this problem, Olympus will make use of a dynamic liquid droplet radiation system.
A series of radiation surfaces will be located around the space station on all sides. A controlled
stream of liquid droplets with diameters of approximately 100 micrometers will be sprayed across
these radiation surfaces, effectively creating large, ultrathin radiation sheets. The liquid used will
be Dow-Corning 705, a vacuum oil with low density and low vapor pressure. These droplets will be
cycled through the entire settlement, picking up waste heat across all systems. As the orientations
of the various sections of Olympus with respect to the Sun is constantly changing due to the orbit
around the Earth, the Earth’s orbit around the Sun, and Olympus’s own rotation, a dynamic piping
system will divert the liquid droplets to the radiation surfaces that are shielded from sunlight at the
time. The liquid droplets will be spayed across the surface where they can radiate the waste heat into
space before they can be recycled back into the extensive piping system of the station. As the station rotates, the liquid droplets can be diverted to new radiation surfaces that are now out of direct
exposure to sunlight. This dynamic radiation system maximizes the efficiency of thermal radiation
and allows Olympus to maintain a stable temperature, directly controlled by our waste heat management system. Also, the use of liquid droplets rather than a standard solid radiator provides a very low
mass system for heat radiation, which will keep costs down and efficiency high.
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Fire Safety
Another important aspect of security is fire safety. While the waste heat management system will
help prevent fires and all guests and staff will be encouraged to take all possible precautions against
the start of a fire, a plan must be ready for how to deal with a fire should the need ever arise. Fires
rapidly consume massive quantities of oxygen, and all interior spaces within Olympus contain finite
amounts of oxygen. Therefore, the staff must be ready to deal with all kinds of fires. For very small
flames, each hotel room and public area will be equipped with a high-pressure fire extinguisher that
will quickly end the problem.
A settlement-wide system of both ionization and photoelectric smoke detectors will be established
to detect fires. In ionization smoke detectors, electrical current passes between two plates in an
ionization chamber; the introduction of smoke disrupts the current, setting off the alarm. In photoelectric smoke detectors, a beam of light is fired onto a photodetector; if smoke enters the detector,
it blocks some of the light from entering the photodetector, also setting off the alarm. The usage of
two different systems together reduces the chance of false alarms. All alarms are connected to a software system; if both alarms go off together, the system will activate overhead showers that will spray
water onto the localized area containing the fire. In addition, a group of security officers who have
received fire training will enter the scene with much more powerful mobile dousing units that fire a
high density foam at the base of the fire, cutting off the supply of oxygen and heat to the fire.

Micrometeoroids and Cosmic Rays
Two strong threats for any space-faring vessel are micrometeoroid impacts and cosmic rays. Micrometeoroids are tiny pieces of rock broken off larger chunks of debris in the solar system such as asteroids. They can reach very high speeds, such as 8 kilometers per second or even faster. Therefore
even though their mass is typically less than a gram, their high velocities mean that they carry a great
deal of momentum, which can cause a lot of damage to orbital structures. Without proper protection, micrometeoroids can breach the hulls of spacecraft and cause internal depressurization, which
is highly dangerous.
Cosmic rays are extremely high energy particles, usually protons, that fly through the galaxy, their
trajectories curved by the galactic magnetic field such that their sources cannot be known. When
cosmic rays come into contact with human tissue, they can cause great damage to DNA and lead to
the development of cancer. They can also degenerate tissue and interrupt cellular processes, even
causing central nervous system and accelerate the onset of neurological diseases. Even if one layer
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of shielding is used against cosmic rays, there can still be a particle shower of high speed muons
and kaons that can cause even more damage than one proton due to their increased surface area of
impact.
Both the threats from micrometeoroids and cosmic rays can be solved by having adequate shielding
on the outer hull of Olympus. Olympus was designed with very heavy shielding, including layers of
the strong synthetic fiber aramid, nickel titanium alloy, kevlar, lunar regolith, and sealant foam that
keeps all of the layers fixed firmly in place. All of these protective layers are arranged in a whipple
shield with alternating materials and vacuum. (To see more specifics about the materials used to
provide shielding to Olympus, please see the Technical Engineering Section.) All of these materials
together, which have high individual tensile strengths, provide multiple layers of protection against
any kind of external threats. The whipple shielding means that for micrometeoroids, each particle
of rock is hit multiple times by different strong materials, successively robbing it of kinetic energy
until the micrometeoroid is fully stopped before it can reach the interior of the station. The whipple
shielding is also very useful for stopping cosmic rays because after the first impact, when the proton
spawns a particle shower of muons and other subatomic particles, these secondary particles will be
stopped by each of the successive layers of shielding. Therefore, the residents of Olympus will not
be exposed to any harmful radiation that could lead to adverse health effects, and the structural integrity of the hull is maintained. Construction teams will regular maintenance checks on the exterior
whipple shielding of Olympus in order to perform repairs wherever micrometeoroids have inflicted
high levels of damage.

Emergency Detachment
Despite all of the great precautions taken to prevent the threats of fires and depressurization, there
must always be some form of failsafe that can protect the lives of everybody on board on the off
chance that any of these improbable events were to happen. Olympus has a highly modular structure with facilities and living space spread across many cylindrical and dumbbell shaped segments.
This is extremely beneficial from a safety perspective because it allows for simple localization and
containment of threats so that they can be prevented from spreading throughout the rest of the
station. This means that if an uncontrollable fire were to break out, an impact ruptured the hull and
led to depressurization, or a pipe burst and led to flooding, for any reason, the people within the
module can be quickly evacuated into other modules. Strong multilayered walls can be dropped,
isolating the module from the rest of the station. Robotic response vehicles, which are stored in each
module, can be called in to work in areas that are deemed too dangerous for humans. These vehicles can use heavy chemical fire retardants, seal up ruptured hulls, fix broken piping, or do whatever
is necessary to solve the problem. If even after this it is deemed that the module is beyond repair,
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the entire module can be detached from the rest of the station so that it no longer poses any kind of
threat to the other residents of Olympus.

Security
The first line of defense will be an advanced system of high-definition surveillance cameras monitoring all public areas such as parks, cafeterias, entertainment facilities, etc. These cameras will feed
directly to the settlement security headquarters in the upper habitation ring, where the footage will
be monitored by computer programs and occasionally by trained officers. The computer programs
will identify visual patterns that suggest physical brawling as well as audio patterns consistent with
projectile weaponry. Civilian ownership of firearms is, of course, banned; however, all necessary
precautions must be taken to make sure that if an unstable citizen for any reason happens to obtain
a firearm, they must be detained immediately. As a preventative step against interpersonal conflict in
general, the same programs will also monitor the voice patterns of people in the vicinity. If changes
such as increased volumes and sharper tones are detected, the program will be able to roughly estimate the probability that the altercation will result in physical violence and quickly notify the appropriate officials the second violence does break out.
There will be localized defense stations spread across all residential areas, consisting of a relatively
small team of trained security officers and at least two rapid response vehicles. In the case of an
emergency, distress calls, which can easily be made from home, will be immediately routed to an
emergency dispatcher. It is the dispatcher’s duty to discern between a medical emergency, a fire or
other accident, or a crime. In the event of a crime, at least two officers will be rapidly mobilized. Due
to the interconnectedness of all residential areas and the proximity of each home to a local road, the
time between an initial call and the emergency response should take about 60 seconds, but no more
than 90.
Event

Time Elapsed (seconds)

Distress call

5

Dispatch routing

15

Security preparation and exit in vehicle

45

Arrival at site of emergency

60-90
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Upon arrival at the scene of a crime, the security officials will determine the route of action by following certain protocols relating to basic criminal situations, as are detailed below:
Situation

Protocol

Property damage/theft, no suspect on scene

Close off crime scene, security footage analyzed
for facial recognition

No suspect on scene, suspect reportedly armed

Localized lockdown, security footage analyzed
for facial recognition

No suspect on scene, suspect reportedly armed, Settlement-wide lockdown, security footage
resident injured
analyzed for facial recognition, medical response
team called in
Suspect on scene

Immediate arrest, transport back to defense station

Instead of using lethal weaponry, the police force will be armed with projectile weapons that either
incapacitate or tag the suspect so that they can be identified later. In the case of incapacitation, officers will fire small capsules that pop open in midair to release two small electrically charged prongs
hooked up to a source of high voltage. Acting as a projectile Taser, the weapon would deliver a dose
of significant but nonlethal current to the body, slowing them suspects so that they can be manually
incapacitated. These weapons will be short-range; for long-range, officers will fire dull bullets coated
with pre-specified sequences of DNA. Not meant to kill, these bullets can injure the suspect and
apply the DNA to the suspect’s clothing or skin. Therefore, if a number of people are suspected of
committing a crime, a quick scan for DNA would identify the correct suspect.
All suspects will be brought to the local station for temporary detainment in a holding cell. If there is
evidence that conclusively proves the guilt of the suspect, such as recordings, a jury will be called to
assign a fair punishment to the convict, which would typically include prison-time with the possible
addition of community service. If there is any reasonable doubt regarding the guilt of the suspect,
all suspects have the right to a fair trial by their peers. All convicted individuals will be transported
to the residential prison to serve their time. The prison will be highly contained at all times, with a
trained security staff and closed-circuit monitoring at all times.

Rotation Stability
As emphasized earlier, Olympus is a very modular space station, with different parts of the station
rotating at different rates or not rotating at all to generate pseudogravity for the humans inside of it.
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For the most part, rotational pseudogravity is very safe, but there must always be some degree of
monitoring to make sure the system is stable. Small perturbations and impacts on the rotating segments can cause their rotational axes to wobble slightly, which can destabilize these modules. (Any
deviation in the axis of rotation from being orthogonal to the axis of maximum angular inertia leads
to the danger of destabilization.) Therefore, a system of accelerometers will be placed on all of the
rotating modules, and their measurements will be constantly monitored by software on the station’s
central computing mainframe. There will also be omnidirectional ion thrusters found on each rotating
module. If if is determined that the axis of rotation is being destabilized, then commands can be sent
to the ion thrusters which will coordinate with one another to fire in such a way as to dampen the
perturbations and return the axis of rotation to normal. This will ensure that the station preserves its
rotational stability.

Microgravity Hotels
As an entertainment complex, Olympus will have to accommodate more than 20000 visitors. Each
hotel will have double rooms and suites. They will have high-speed internet, room service and safe
deposits. All the hotels will feature numerous recreational facilities, such as spa treatment and steam
rooms, qualified masseuse services, swimming pools or indoor squash courts. Most of them will
include at least one ballroom, with capacities ranging from 100 people to 1000 people, and at least
one business meetings room. For families, we offer children care services, various playgrounds targeted for different age groups and accommodation suited for small children and babies.

0.1g Hotels
Olympus is a touristic center and, above all, the pinnacle of luxurious comfort. Therefore, Olympus is
endowed with three 0.1g hotels (each of the three groups of smaller spheres).
Two of these spheres are separated into three floors, containing the inhabited module. One of them
serves as a restaurant, ballroom, theatre zone and general entertainment space. The final serves as
outdoor, microgravity space.
Considering the abundance of nations and cultures visiting Olympus, each of the three groups of
microgravity spheres will have an outdoor sphere with one of the following three climates: Alaska
cold, Tropical Warm and European Temperate. Each will be decorated according to the climate and
predominant cultures.
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Entertainment tours will be organized in such spheres, as well as outdoor activities, only under the
close supervision of Olympus’ crew.

0.5g Hotels
The 0.5g hotels are designed for the ultimate lovers of comfort.
Although they are endowed with same features as the microgravity hotels, the 0.5g hotels are our main Spa and Recreation center.
With specialists hired from all over the world, the 0.5g modules
offer the ultimate relaxation, literally out of this world.
Sybaris
Perhaps our most desired attraction are the Sybaris Gardens, situated in the O’Neill Cylinder. An out-of-this-world complex, with
extensive gardens covering any climate, the Cylinder is the home
to our most beautiful hotel, Kogaion Space and Spa.
It offers all-inclusive packages of all types, with luxurious interiors, suites and double rooms, as well
as ballrooms for any event
Having it situated in normal, 1g gravity, Kogaion Space and Space is the perfect location of the
100th edition of ISDC, as well as countless other conferences.
Packages
Family Space Holiday
This package offers all-inclusive access to all the facilities of 0.1g Hotel, of any desired climate. We
include guided tours of Olympus, a five entrance spa membership for you and your significant other,
as well as an extensive program for the children. If your kids are happy, we know that so are you.
Threfore, kids and pre-teens benefit from price reductions, as well as educational tours, entertainment programs, and theatre shows. Moreover, kids will receive membership of our fantastic kid
clubs!

Luxury Holidays
This package offers all-inclusive access to all the facilities of 0.1g Hotel, of any desired climate. We
include guided tours of Olympus, a five entrance spa membership for you and your significant other,
as well as an extensive program for the children. If your kids are happy, we know that so are you.
Threfore, kids and pre-teens benefit from price reductions, as well as educational tours, entertain-
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ment programs, and theatre shows. Moreover, kids will receive membership of our fantastic kid
clubs!

Romantic Getaway
Nothing says I love you like a vacation in outer space! She’ll definitely say yes when you propose on
a moonwalk, or under the stars in a tropical rainforest.
Choose any of our hotels, and whether it is the Kogaion Space and Spa, the 0.1g Hotel or the 0.5g
one, we guarantee a getaway neither of you will ever forget!

Honeymoon
The most special period of the young married, whether you choose a romantic week in Kogaion,
named after the dacianheaven, sacred mountain or a dynamic holiday in one of the microgravity
modules, all other honeymoon stories will be outdated from day one! As a honeymoon couple, you
benefit from our discount, special entertainment features, as well as an included moonwalk!
Adventure Pro
If you are the adventurous type, schedule and adventure trip with Olympus. If your finest gig was
bungee-jumping off theBurj Khalifa, we promise much more thrilling experiences. A moonwalk a day
keeps the doctors away, and so do programmed snowball fights in microgravity, rainforest treasure
hunts, tours of the inside of Olympus itself, as well as walking in the Sybaris tropical gardens.
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Final Word
On January 24th, 1848, James W. Marshall found a small strain of gold at Sutters Mill, California.
Nothing much, just a couple specks of wispy light that dotted the channel bed. But the allure of gold
was a powerful one, and millions of settlers and immigrants found themselves thrown into the middle
of a frenzy for riches buried right under their feet.
You have to imagine how quiet Sutters Mill was on January 23rd for it to really hit you though. In just
a matter of weeks, the frontier town on the dark side of America swelled into a hot and heavy industrial colony growing heavy on the creaky legs of perseverance and gritty work. But that’s all there was
to the colony at first: shovels and sifting. Who had time for anything else?
But as the days went on and the Sun beat harder and harder on the backs of the migrant gold-seekers, something felt missing. The home and lives the men left created voids in their hearts that grew
bigger by the day. Sure, the mining colony had houses and food and water, but where was the color
and flair and passion that made life what it was? Where was the culture?
The immigrants began to cull their love of art and music and games and tastes from home and projected it onto a new canvas: the city we now call San Francisco. The 49ers started to pull out their
guitars and cut through the night air with music. Men pulled out their brushes before a long day of
picking at rocks to paint a quick view of the landscapes they saw. The mining colony may have grown
all it could, but it was this cultural explosion that turned the group of tents into a community. A civilization, of sorts.
Today, we’re facing that same migration towards the stars. For decades, now, we’ve sent our bravest
men and women to space to set up satellites and run experiments and pull resources from asteroids.
And the utility to humanity from these endeavours has undoubtedly been incredible. But we’ll never
truly colonize space until we bring something more tender and robust and wholesome into space
with us: our culture.
Olympus makes this leap. You now sit faced with a most unique decision. We are ready to advance
civilization to the next step in space, but we need your help. With your cooperation, let’s build the
future together.
It’s one thing to bring the stars closer to humanity. But never before have we brought humanity to
the stars.
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